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'...But when one grasps the real significance
of the central role which Antarctica plays in meteorology, terrestrial magnetism, ionosphere phencana all of which vitally affect mankind over the whole
earth, in agriculture, shipping, teleooinun.oations,
and other activities - one need not be surprised or
disappointed if the only export from Antarctica in
the next half century, at least, should prove to be
the great wealth of scientific data that can be had
only in its forbidding wastes, which may richly repay all the effort entailed in obtaining it."
S. Whittemore Boggs, "An
Atlas of Ignorance a Needed
Stimulus to Honest Thinking
and Hard Work," Proceedings
of the American Philosophical. Society, Vol. 93 (3),
pp . 253-258, June 1949.
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WEATHER AND ITS EFFECTS ON ANTARCTIC OPERATIONS
By Commander J. A. Mirabito, USNR
U. S. Fleet Weather Central
Weather has played a dominant role in the spread of civilization since
time immemorial. Its effects have, in a sense, limited the scope of man's behavior since history reveals that weather has contributed to many of his successes as well as produced some of his most abysmal failures. Modern technology has only slightly mitigated the powerful influence of weather on operations
and as a result, the complex mechanisms of today continue to be submissive to
the daily variations within the earth's atmosphere known as weather. This is
particularly applicable in the Antarctic, where the most rigorous climate on
earth has for eons blockaded man's attempt to explore the inner secrets of the
Great White Continent.
The current scientific assault on Antarctica requires the establishment
and maintenance of modern bases to sustain the scientific personnel in the
field. This involves the deployment of men and machines to transport thousands
of tons of supplies, since the Antarctic, in its totally forbidding aspect,
offers not one item for human survival. In fact, it abounds in nature's most
effective deterrents to human activity - namely, intense cold, ice, and snow.
In every form of endeavor, weather at all times poses a constant irreducible
threat. Therefore, safety in operation of diverse equipment, such as ships,
planes, tractors, etc., in this isolated pristine environment must be inextricably interwoven with the state of the weather.
SHIP OPERATIONS
Nearly one thousand miles from the Antarctic continent, cargo ships enroute to U. S. Antarctic bases encounter their first hazard in the form of pack
ice. This continuous ice sheet encircles the continent, reaching its maximum
intensity in October. Passage without icebreaker escort would be extremely
perilous, due to the potential hull damage from the thick concentration of ice,
especially if strong winds are experienced. An alternative plan is to deploy
the cargo ships during January when the ice pack reaches its minimum intensity,
but this time delay may prevent the logistics resupply of the interior bases,
since the end of the austral summer finds temperatures skidding to the wintertime minima when all operations come to a standstill.
Once the ice pack is traversed, the ships must prepare an unloading dock
n ice which is (1) within a reasonable distance from the base to minimize the
Dyer-ice transport of the unloaded supplies; (2) thick enough U sustain the
weight of heavy transportation equipment used for over-ice transport; and (3)
aot immediately susceptible to detacitnent from the main ice field. If ice
prevents the close approach of the cargo ship to the unloading site, a-channel
ust be prepared by the icebreakers. However, an on-shore wind could jam the
roken ice against the main ice sheet, thereby continuing to obstruct the entry

of the cargo ships into the channel. Winds from this adverse direction can
endure for days, delaying the commencement of unloading operations. During
the Antarctic summer, in which the sun never sets, the ice undergoes deterioration, resulting in a weakening of the ice structure. This, coupled with a
greater than normal sea swell radiating from a distant oceanic storm, produces
fractures in the ice sheet and may in a short time completely transform a
stable unloading dock into a free-floating ice floe,.. If equipment and personnel are not removed in time, severe losses can result. In addition, the
occurrence of storms/blizzards which characteristically increase wind velocities to hurricane proportions in a dramatically rapid manner requires the
instant withdrawal of the ship to evade the swift-moving broken ice floes
which can easily disable any ship of steel construction. During periods of
comparative calm, a watch must be maintained for ice bergs which are propelled
by underwater currents, sometimes against the prevailing wind direction. Where
ice conditions are lacking, mountainous seas associated with severe oceanic
storms cause superstructure icing which can alter the ship's seaworthy characteristics. This is not to depreciate the ever-present danger of damage to
external propulsion gear due to the presence of small innocuous bits of ice
which may elude the watchful eye of a lookout.
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS
The operation of aircraft within the Antarctic has an utter dependence
on prevailing weather conditions. The lack of an alternate landing field for
wheel-type aircraft imposes a psychological handicap on the pilot and an immense burden of responsibility on the meteorologist, both of whom must function
under sub-standard conditions in their respective fields.
The lack of meteorological observations can obscure the approach of a
storm until it is too late to forewarn the pilot. It can mask changes in the
upper wind flow which can impede navigation over the ocean or the polar plateau
where no navigational aids are available. Severe icing conditions may be encountered which may force planes to land prematurely. Even when aircraft are
on the ground, blizzard winds may tear them from their tie-down positions and
cause irreparable damage. Bone-chilling temperatures may make the most routine
maintenance effort a heart-rending affair. The resupply of traverse parties on
the polar plateau may subject the pilot to the eerie experience of landing
during a white-out condition - a condition in which the suffused light makes
y
the sk indiscernible and the surface contours indistinguishable. The rugged
mountainous terrain, with its uncharted peaks, produces still another hazard
to flights during periods of extensive cloudiness when topographical features
are invisible. Some peaks rise to 17,000 feet. The lack of contrast when
landing on an ice runway surrounded by snow causes a loss in depth perception
which, under conditions of visibility reduced by falling or blowing snow, can
be extremely dangerous.
The utilization of ski-equipped aircraft has reduced somewhat the alternate field problem since this type plane can land anywhere on an unprepared
snow surface. However, weather onditions still retain their significance
since good visibility is essential to determine whether the height of the
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sastrugi (sharp, wave-like ridges of hard snow, 4 to 6 feet high) will permit
landing without damage to the skis, or if the prospective landing area is
crevasse-free.
Even during periods of excellent weather, operations are adversely affected since the ice runway develops melt-holes (pot-holes), requiring the
suspension of flights by wheel-type aircraft until such time as colder temperatures are once again experienced.
TRACTOR OPERATIONS
Tractor operations on bay ice are normally confined to unloading of ships
and the portage of supplies to the base and/or to the runway area for aircraft
loading. The onset of a blizzard with a tractor train near the edge of the
ice sheet holds the possibility of really dire consequences due to the possible
break-up of the ice.
On the polar plateau, tractors either on a scientific traverse or a resupply train to an interior base can be immobilized for extended periods due
to blizzards. Moreover, whiteout conditions can cause serious navigational
errors as well as hide dangerous crevassed areas. Since these trains are dependent on aircraft for periodic resupply of fuel and food, weather conditions
are a major determinant in scheduling the air support. Temperatures assume
major importance when they approach the -40°F mark, since vehicular travel at
this temperature is conducted only at the risk of major mechanical breakdowns.
From the foregoing, it becomes readily apparent that a weather forecasting service is mandatory to ensure maximum operational efficiency and safety
of men and material in the Antarctic. The task of the meteorologist is a
formidable one when one considers that only 32 observational stations are
available over an area of approximately 5,500,000 square miles, as contrasted
to the 292 first-order stations in the United States, covering an area of approximately 3,500,000 square miles. There is a need for more weather observing
stations. In this connection, the "Grasshopper", an airborne Automatic Weather Transmitting Set (Fig. 1) has undergone operational tests in the Antarctic
and will soon be available on an operational basis to fill some of the gaps in
the existing network of stations. In addition, the Transobuoy, a free-floating
buoy-type Automatic Weather Station, and the anchored buoy type have been developed for use over oceanic areas.
In addition to the procurement of the data, there is an urgent need for
research in the basic circulation of the Antarctic atmosphere in order that
the meteorological observations can be translated into longer-range and more
oourate weather forecasts with the attendant beneficial effect on operational
schedules.
Unquestionably, much praise is owing to the personnel who man the ships,
planes, and tractors and those who endure personal privations in the interest of
Scientific research. Despite the great odds, they have met and combatted nature
3

in its rawest forms. Their success can only be ascribed to their indomitable
courage, resourcefulness and selfless dedication. It is reassuring that their
efforts will result in the acquisition of scientific knowledge which will minimize the effects of weather on future operations in the Antarctic.

Figure 1. Automatic Weather Station ("Grasshopper")
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METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH AT NAVY WEATHER RESEARCH FACILITY
Task 16 - Research Division
Navy Weather Research Facility
Naval Air Station, Norfolk, Virginia
In May 1960 9 the Navy Weather Research Facility, Naval Air Station,
Norfolk, Virginia, was requested by Captain W. S. Lanterman, USN, Staff
Meteorologist, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, to initiate research
into Antarctic weather problems. Specific problems were given priority by
Captain Lanterman: terminal forecasts, Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound
spring fair weather period, and flight track winds from Christchurch to Naval
Air Facility, McMurdo Sound. An additional request was made for a climatological compilation of available Antarctic data slanted towards operational
needs. •A preliminary report was requested to be delivered to the staff by
1 September 1960.
The program was actually started in June 1960, when Navy Weather Research
Facility temporarily shifted a large part of its personnel resources to Antarctic research. At NWRF it was hoped that by devoting enough energy to this
problem during the simner of 1960, some answers could be found prior to the
start of the 1960-1961 resupply operation.
Specific Problems:
Several specific problems were posed by Commander, U. S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica. These are paraphrased below and are given in the stated
order of importance.
1. Experience has indicated that a prolonged fair weather period almost
always occurs during the spring in the Ross Sea area of Antarctica. If a
period of fair weather in excess of 5 days could be forecast or even recognized
shortly after beginning, aircraft of the Naval Support Force could be concentrated in Antarctica and much of their work could be accomplished during such
a period. NWRF was asked to check the existence of a Prolonged Fair Weather
(P?1) period each spring for which records exist, and if it should be a regular
feature, to study in detail the large scale weather systems preceding and accompanying it with the hope that one or mor& aspects of these systems would provide a clue to the initiation of the PFW period.
2. Efficient long range planning for Antarctic resupply operations requires an operational climatological study of the area. Commander, U. S. Naval
Support Force, Antarctica, supplied the operational limits for the various important meteorological elements, e. g., visibility, ceiling, and wind speed,
and for combinations of these elements. NWRF was asked to prepare appropriate
sumnaries of the data and to present them in convenient form for use.
3. Bad weather (i.e., weather during which aircraft cannot operate safely)
at NAF, McMurdo Sound, is a serious problem. It is particularly important to
be able to forecast the onset of periods of bad weather of long duration. NWRF
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was asked to study this problem, giving first priority to periods of bad
weather enduring 24 hours or more.
4. Flights both ways along the route from Christchurch, New Zealand,
to NAF, McMurdo Sound, are frequent during the resupply operations. NWRF
was asked to study the route forecast problem in all its aspects.
Smnary of Work on Specific Problems:
Acquisition of data proved to be one of the greatest hurdles NWRF had
to take in this early Antarctic research. The difficulty of obtaining adequate data, especially analyses, and the short time allotted to the study of
the data before this report was due, precluded adequate study on all the problems outlined above. Most of the time was therefore spent in acquiring data
and in the study of the two problems having highest priority.
In spite of the data difficulties, it has been established that there is
usually a prolonged period of fair weather during the Antarctic spring in the
Ross Sea area, including Byrd and Amundsen-Soott South Pole Stations. In the
years for which adequate data are available to establish the duration of this
period, it has endured for 10 days or more. This information was sufficiently
well founded that a detailed study of the PM period of 1957 was undertaken.
To the extent that available 1958 data would permit, features associated with
the 1957 PFW period were checked during the 1958 PW period. Sane' interesting
features were noted in the comparison of years. Some points were in agreement
and some were not. As more years of data are acquired, further work can be
done along this line.
Appropriate data for the 1957-1958 and the 1958-1959 spring and summer
seasons were available for use in a climatological study. (Due to the speed
required in publication, time did not permit gathering of all available material.) Data from only two years are not sufficient for a good climatology
study, but a summary of the two years data undoubtedly has some value. The
summary was carried out in such a manner that additional data may be readily
included as they become available.
Lack of time prevented a thorough study of prolonged periods of bad weather. Some time was devoted to the study of storms causing periods of more
than 24 hours of bad weather during the spring and summer of 1957-1958.
Cross-sections were constructed along the flight route from Christohurob,
New. Zealand, to NAF, McMurdo Sound, partially to supplement the other analyses and partially to study flight conditions along the route. A complete lack
of flight reports along the route at this activity and the shortage of time in
which to prepare the report precluded additional work. These flight reports
have been deposited in Wellington and further research and study using them
will be conducted there. At the conclusion of the summer's work, the preliminary report was turned over to the staff. Antarctic research has continued
at NWRF as a regular research task. The work for the remainder of the year
6

was concerned mainly with further collection of data and correspondence with
other activities concerned with Antarctic meteorological research.
Since the beginning of 1961, the majority of the research time has been
spent on pilot studies aimed at developing local station forecasting rules
for NAF, McMurdo Sound. This was considered important and necessary due to
the large number of planes flying in and out of McMurdo. Future research will
be along the lines of past research; up dating of 1960 summer research tasks
and continuation of research into local area NAF, McMurdo Sound, weather forecasts.
NViRF is now serving as a depository for all Naval Support Force weather
data, and studies of this material will be continued. Thus it is felt that
a good start has been made in an activity which, in future years, will be of
great benefit to Antarctic flight operations.

STAFF NOTES
MDR James P. Minard, USNR-R, recently completed two weeks Reserve training duty in the office of the U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer. Mr. Minard is
a geologist with the U. S. Geological Survey, Geologic Division. He received
his BA degree in geology from Upsala College and his Masters' from Rutgers University. He has spent two summers in Alaska, working near Point Barrow on the
north slope of the Brooks Range. LCDR Minard has had 17 years service in the
Navy Reserve, 4 of them on active duty.
FIRE DESTROYS TWO MCMURDO BUILDINGS

A 25-to-35-knot wind hampered the efforts of fire-fighters at McMurdo
Sound on 2 February, when flames from a blaze of an undetermined origin broke
out in two Quonset huts, causing over $200,000 damage. Both' buildings, housing a parachute loft and an aviation electronics shop, burned to the ground,
resulting in the loss of expensive electronics equipment required to maintain
the repair of VX-6 aircraft, and diminishing the potential of the Squadron's
para-rescue team, a four-man unit especially trained to parachute to the aid
of Navy men and scientists in isolated areas of Antarctica.
Vihen the fire was first discovered, at 10:00 p.m., it was feared that
Uchard R. Spaulding, Parachute Rigger Second Class, USN, was in his bunk in
the parachute loft. However, he was one of the first to arrive on the scene
ihen the alarm was sounded.
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PROJECTS 1961
During DEEP FREEZE 61, Antarctic Support Activity personnel and other
construction teams participating in Operation DEEP FR11Ti began the erection
of new facilities and equipment. Among these programs were the site preparation for a nuclear power plant at the Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound; the
initial trenching for a new Byrd Station; and a communications facility improvement program. These, and other construction projects, were the first of
many planned activities preparing the stations built for the International
Geophysical Year for permanent occupation.
At the present time, a five-year plan is being reviewed. In it are plans
for the redevelopment of the stations at McMurdo Sound and at the South Pole.
The results of this study will, perhaps, not be known for three or four years;
however, with the development of new and improved facilities, scientific programs will be able to expand and the Navy will be better able to provide support to these activities.
In the following pages, we will discuss at some length the construction
of the nuclear power plant at McMurdo, the replacement facility at Byrd, and
the communications facilities improvement program. In addition, attention will
be focused upon the preparation of the runways and skiways, and the development
of a system for compacted snow roadway preparation.
MOMURDO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
In March 1962, engineers and Navy Seabees are scheduled to complete construotion and installation of a 1,500 kilowatt nuclear power plant at the Naval
Air Facility, McMurdo Sound. The contract between the Atomic Energy Commission
and the Martin Company of Baltimore, Maryland, for prefabrication of the first
reactor, procured by a fixed-price contract, was awarded on 10 August 1960.
Selection of a site on which to erect the power plant began shortly thereafter.
The cost of the power plant is estimated at $5,000,000 (this does not
include logistical support costs). The power plant has been purchased on a
guaranteed-performance basis, under terms which will place it in operation
only 75 days after reaching the prepared site. After a 180-day endurance
test - ending in September 1962 - the plant will be ready for acceptance.
The Atomic Energy Ccrinission has designated this plant "PM-3A" - "P" for
portable, "M" for medium power and range, 11 3" indicating that this reactor is
the third in this AEC series, and "A" designating that it will be a field plant
rather than a prototype. The schedule for construction and installation of
the plant is as follows:
Site survey, 1 October - 5 December 1960.

Site preparation and access road construction, 15 December 1960 -

10 March 1961.
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Assemble primary plant foundation in place, 1 October - 15 October 1961.
Assemble secondary plant foundation in place, 15 October 30 October 1961.
Erect primary plant superstructre and building shell, 15 October 15 December 1961.
Erect secondary building shell, 1 November - 15 December 1961.
Assemble nuclear power plant for operation, 15 December 1961 28 February 1962.
Install and connect substation and pole line to existing electrical
distribution system, 15 October 1961 - 28 February 1962.
Nuclear power plant on the line, 1 March 1962.
Initial site exploration showed that Hut Point would require extensive
plant design alterations and that, at this location, the plant would have to
be constructed on permafrost. The site finally selected on Observation Hill
provides bedrock for the plant foundation, thus assuring a firm base on which
to position the reactors and generator systems.
Excavation was begun at the Observation Hill site on 6 December 1960 and
operations have continued throughout the simmer season. By the first of February, the site excavation was half completed, with excavation for the buildings
to house the primary and the secondary systems nearly completed. Delays have
been caused by lack of equipment, problems involved in firing of explosives,
and poor weather.
During DEEP FREEZE 62 9 the power plant will be completed. The plant itself, built in prefabricated modules, will be shipped from the United States
in November 1961. These modules will be placed in the prepared site, interconnected, and made ready for operation in the final months of the s imm er season.
The plant uses a pressurized water-cooling system to cool the reactor and
fthen transfers heat to the secondary system by generating steam to operate a
turbo-generator producing electrical power.
Designed to last for twenty years, the plant will employ a core of about
730 stainless-steel tubes containing highly enriched fuel in the form of ur&nbnn dioxide. This single core will operate for two years at full power.
The plant's gross output is about 10 thermal megawatts yielding a net
utput of 1,500 electrical kilowatts and 650,000 btu's per hour of steam, part
f which will be used in the future to distill salt water for a station potable
*ater supply system.
When completed the nuclear power plant will eliminate the need for much
of the diesel fuel now required to provide heat, light, and electrical power
at McMurdo. Tankers will therefore be able to carry aviation fuel and other
needed petroleum products. The plant will permit a limited use of electric
space heating in lieu of the less safe oil-fired heaters now employed. Ultimately, a second 1,500 kilowatt plant is planned to supply a completely electrified station to be built at McMurdo.
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Above, left: Observation Hill, site
of the PM-3A nuclear
power plant. Plant
will be located on plateau halfway up the
hillside.
I.

Above, right: Site for the nuclear
power plant; looking
toward Williams ield
and Victoria Land.
Center: Blasting loosens permafrost and volcanic rook
in site preparation for
buildings of the nuclear power plant.
Bottom:

Artist's conception of 6,
the nuclear power plant. "
View shows secondary
building with turbine
generators and aircooled condensers at
left, primary building
housing reactor at
right, utility building
at rear.
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PM 3A Nuclear Power Plant
Basic Flow and Orientation
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Heat supplied by nuclear fission Inside the tubular fuel elements of the
reactor is transmitted to water flowing under pressure through and around
the tubes. The steam generator transfers the heat to the secondary system,
in which water at lower pressure is turned into steam to drive the turbinegenerator, producing electrical energy.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM
At the request of the U. S. Navy, the Division of Radiological Health of
the Public Health Service has been requested to undertake and maintain a radiological monitoring program at NAF, McMurdo Sound. This program was established
to detect and evaluate environmental contamination both prior to and after
initiation of operation at the nuclear power plant. The study involves a
measurement of the background radiation of the lithosphere, the biosphere, and
the hydrosphere. Two men established the program at six Stations during DEEP
FREEZE 61. One man will be required to continue the program through the DEEP
FREEZE 61 winter and thereafter.
Pro-operational air measurements will be taken in the main station area
and east of the reactor site. Low background alpha-beta counters will determine the amount of radon, thoron, and long-lived fission products. Postoperational samples will be taken at six stations located in the area around
the air facility.
Four samples to determine water-borne particles will be made: (1) the
station's potable water supply, to be made monthly; (2) precipitation; (3)
samples of surface run-off on the slopes below the reactor; and (4) snow and
ice cores. The snow and ice cores will be taken to determine the deposition
of fission products from previous weapons testing programs. This study will
not be continued after the reactor becomes operational.
In addition to the samples mentioned above, fresh-water algae, mosses,
and lichens, marine plankton, and selected surface soils and rooks will be
collected and tested to determine both gross alpha and gross beta content.
1, E7 BYRD STATION
In December 1960, a team of U. S. Navy Seabees, under LTJG David C.
do Vicq, CEC, USNR, began excavation for a station to replace Byrd. The old
station, completed in December 1956 on the surface, was built of what at that
time were the best construction materials available. It is gradually collapsing under increasing loads of snow. The new station, located 5.3 nautical
miles fran Byrd (80 0 01 1 S, 119 0 31 1 Vl), will be constructed employing methods
used at Camp Century, Greenland.
The Camp Century technique consists of the cutting of trenches with Swissmade Peter Snowmillers. These trenches are then arched over and covered with
snow. Insulated buildings to house camp personnel are then constructed inside
the tunnels. In this way, snow and ice do not accumulate on the roofs of the
buildings, placing them under continually greater strain and causing eventual
collapse.
In October, the Snowmillers were carried by railroad from Switzerland to
France and then flown from France, via the United States, to New Zealand by
0-133 Carganaster aircraft. At Christchurch they were disassembled and loaded
on 0-124 aircraft for the trip to McMurdo. At the air facility, they were
13
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Peter Snowzni].ler and D-8 Tractor

Peter Snowmiller showing rotary cutting blades and snow chutes

vt/i

Opposite: Peter Snomiller in Main
Tunnel, with bridge used
to span the trench while
covering the trench with
H-beams and arches

'

Next page: SeaBees clear loose snow
(top) frcsn the walls of the
Main Tunnel.
iiext page: Arches being installed
(bottan) over the Main Tunnel.
These arches are then
covered by snow blovin
back by the Sno'cnniller.
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transferred to C.-130s for the last leg of the trip to the new station site.
At Byrd they were reassembled, oiled, fueled, and set to work.
On 12 December, excavation was commenced on the main tunnel. Five weeks
later this tunnel and four others had been out and arching-over had begun. By
the end of the season, six of the tunnels would have been cut, arched, and
covered with snow. However, on 23 January, during a whiteout, a D-8 tractor
fell into one of the already-out trenches, damaging the trench beyond use.
This tunnel, to be used for trash disposal in the new station, had to be refilled and the snow allowed to sot before cutting it again next year. (No
personnel were injured; the tractor suffered only minor damage and was still
operational.)

When complete, the station will consist of nine tunnels and a series of
connecting passageways. One tunnel will house a dining room, kitchen and
recreation facilities; another, administration, hospital, quarters, and science
buildings; a third, public works, power, utility, and communications shops.
Three other station tunnels will be devoted to fuel storage, general storage,
and trash disposal, while a fourth will house vehicles and a vehicle-maintenance shop.
Extending from this central camp will be long passageways, along which
will be located laboratories serving the various scientific programs to be conduoted at the station. Removed from these connecting passageways will be a
VLF (whistler) building and a radio noise building with antenna, built onehalf and one mile from the camp site. West of the station, storage tunnels
and pump pits for jet fuel and aviation gasoline and a runway for ski aircraft
will be constructed.
The camp is scheduled for partial completion and occupancy early in 1962,
when scientists will move their programs to their new quarters. Prior to that
time, most of the camp construction, especially that above the surface of the
ground, will have been completed, including installation of new communications
facilities.
COL1JNICATIO1113 FACILITIES IMPROVENT PROGRAM
During DEEP FREEZE 61, a two-year, $1,800,000 communications improvement
program was begun at the four Antarctic stations. Important for the safety
and efficiency of Antarctic operations, the program will replace older equipment not now adequate because of the growth of DEEP FREEZE activities.
All U. S. stations were originally equipped with low power transmitters
and doublet and long-wire antennas. Most of the radio traffic was passed by
continuous wave. There was need for increased reliability, especially in
weather reporting and in ground/air communications, and to accomplish this,
Fourteenth Naval District Industrial Management (INDMAN 14) employees were
assigned the task of transforming the communications system. At Christchurch
Advance Headquarters and at the Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound, new trans18
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mitting and receiving installations
are being constructed. These newly
installed high power transmitters, used
for both radio-teletype/radio-telegraph
communications and single sideband
voice contact, will provide DEEP FREEZE
installations with the most modern cccimunioations equipment. The stations
at the South Pole, Byrd, and Hallett
will receive new ounioations buildings, antenna systems, and improved
equipment.
INDMAN 14 personnel, under Mr.
Herbert Toshimuri and Mr. Fred Hoso
kawa, began construction of the installations in October. At McMurdo,
three buildings and three sets of
rhombic antennas are being installed.
These three-wire antennas, ranging
from 50 to 100 feet in height, will be
aimed at Christchurch, Sydney, Australia,
and New York. Conical monipole antennas, able to send and receive in any
direotion, will be used for air-to.ground transmissions with DEEP FREEZE
aircraft and for messages sent back
and forth between the Antarctic stations.

S

INDMAN 14 personnel raise 50-foot
rhombic antenna at Byrd Station.

McMurdo will be the focus for rhornbio antennas at the three scientific
outposts; at the South Pole, a new
building and new transmitters and receivers have been installed. In addition, a TACAN navigational system has
been installed. Hallett's new building
will house improved and new equipment,
while a partially-installed antenna
will be completed.

Byrd Station communication facilities will be rebuilt with some improvements to transmitting and receiving equipment and to the antenna field. During
DEEP FREEZE 62, the new Byrd Station will be equipped with new transmitting and
receiving equipment, navigational aids, and automatic aircraft horning devices.
In addition to the facilities at these four main stations, NAAF Beardmore,
NAAF Little Rockford, and trail parties will be equipped with new single sideband installations.
19

This program of communications

0

improvements - equipping all stations

with high frequency, very high frequency, and ultra high frequency
equipment - will not only allow more
efficient transmission of weather
data in operational message traffic
but also increase the safety of personnel and equipment.

Photo, left - INDMAN 14 personnel
completes wiring on a new Ultra
High Frequency antenna.
Photo, below - Williams Field, Naval
Air Facility, McMurdo Sound
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PREPARATION OF RUNWAYS AND SKIAYS

The first task facing the men at the Antarctic stations each spring is
the preparation of runways and skiways. At Pole and Byrd, this problem is one
of leveling sastrugi for a skiway for P2Vs, R4Ds, and C-130s. At Hallett, a
runway is prepared on the bay ice while at McMurdo, two runways for wheeled
aircraft are prepared on the bay ice and a skiway is prepared on the ice shelf.
In addition to these airstrips, a small skiway for R4Ds and Otters is located
adjacent to the Air Facility.
20
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Operations octer of V1illics ield.
At McMurdo,-an air field complex, Williams Field, is constructed. Control towers, radar installations, guidaiioe equipment, and maintenance shops
are mounted on sleds, while Jèznesways are built to house the crews of the airoraft operating from the field. Peak load occurs during the C.-124 operations
in October and November, when facilities are operated to capacity.
The preparation of the ice runway begins in late August, with a reconnaissance at the proposed site and the surveying of the runways and camp site.
Equipment is then moved to the site and the removal of the snow cover begun.
It is at this point that complications often develop.
4

The initial clearing gives indication of whether the toe surface will be
good enough for the runway. In the preparation of this year's ice strip,
initial investigation showed that the site chosen would make construction of
the complex a formidable task, for the runway would have to be prepared on very
rough ice, requiring extensive chipping, compacting and hardening. The site
f the runways was therefore relocated and clearing of the snow begun.
Snow removal (See Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 4, page 10), was carried out in
1-40 and -50 degree temperatures, accompanied by high winds. Vehicles had to
o kept in operation constantly, because shutting them down would require the
arduous task of heating the engines and then restarting them. All of this
as complicated by the weather, which would drift six inches to three feet of
1ew snow on already cleared surfaces.
However, by 3 October the airstrip was cleared and the first flights arkived from New ZQaland. In the two-and-one-half months that followed, the ice
x'unway saw continual activity. In January, however, it began to deteriorate,
ith potholes and cracks in the ice requiring continued attention. By Februry, colder temperatures helped overcome some of the deterioration, but the
ay ice had begun to crack and most flight operations were moved to the skiway
n the ice shelf. Only a few flights from New Zealand, using wheeled aircraft,
sed the bay ice airstrip in the late summer months.
21
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COMPACTED SNOW ROADWAYS

.

During. DEEP FREEZE 61, the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory conducted
a program to construct snow roads for wheeled vehicles. Under the direction
of Engineers J. E. Schroeder and C. W. Henderson, a party of twelve men, under
LT Victor Young, CEC, USN, developed procedures for the construction and maintenanoe of a smooth highway.
A road was constructed between the Naval Air Facility and Williams Field.
Opened on 23 November, the four-mile route speeded traffic: between the two
operating areas.
Construction procedure was as follows: (1) a 3400-pound rounded weight
was dragged over the snow to emphasize the irregularities in the surface; (2)

a ski-mounted snow plane then leveled and graded the route; (3) a pulvi-mixer
out into the snow to a depth of two feet, disaggregating the snow; (4) the
road was then rolled with five-ton rollers, which compressed it to a 12-inch
pad; and (5) the surface was allowed to harden. The procedure was then repeated until the road hardened to near-concrete strength.

This procedure, under development by Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory
since 1950 and used at Squaw Valley for the VIII Winter Olympic Games, was then
used to build a road to and on the ice shelf to the skiway. The snow compaction team then turned to the task of building a runway for wheeled aircraft on
the toe shelf adjacent to the skiway.

The development of a wheeled aircraft runway on the ice shelf, not subject
to the problems of gradual ice deterioration and the possible danger which
exists at Williams Field (should the bay ice runway break apart and be carried
out to sea), was completed in early January and tests were conducted.
On ll January, an R4D made standing, turning, taxiing, take-off, and landing tests with very slight surface penetration. A C-130 made a seven-inch pen-

etration of the surface when conducting taxiing tests. The temperature at that
time was a warm 46°F.
On 27 January, a P2V-7 made a wheeled taxi test, but became mired in snow to
a depth of eight to ten 'inches. The team then reprocessed the surface before
departing from McMurdo. (Results of this reprocessing have not yet been reoeived)
Although the compacted runway did not meet expectations, the roadways built
were very suoceseful and eliminated many problems from previous years. Other
methods Of constructing a permanent runway on snow, besides the compacted snag
system, have been developed. A runway built by using an insulating and wearing course of earth or crushed rook has been tested by the army in Greenland.
It is planned to try this method on the ice shelf near McMurdo next year.
Members of the Antarctic Support Activity worked with, and were trained by,
this special team, In future operations, the ASA SeaBees will utilize the
techniques developed to prepare adequate roadways in the McMurdo area.
22
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AMUNDSEN.-SCOTT SOBTH POLE STATION
Primary construction at the Pole Station during DEEP FREEZE 61 consisted
of the shoring and reinforcement of tunnels. Constructed on the surface in
December 1956, the station is at the present time covered by snow up to six
feet in depth, with an over-all average depth of about two feet. Removal of
this over-burden, which has caused extensive damage to the tunnels and storage
areas, began on 1 December. The problem was amplified by the collapse of the
chapel and part of the garage on 27 December. The garage was erected from
surplus materials; the chapel was an Atwell hut ( a frame, canvas-covered temporary structure).
Present plans call for replacement of this station, beginning in DEEP
FREEZE 64. Requirements for this new camp are under study. The DEEP FREEZE
61 construction program also includes erection of a new caimiunioations building and the construction and installment of new communications facilities and
equipment by INDMAN 14 personnel. The power supply at the station will be
augmented by the installation of a new 60 kilowatt generator.
BYRD STATION
Ilith construction of the replacement facility scheduled for completion
by March 1962, the old station received only shoring and reinforcing of tunnels and buildings. Communications facilities were improved, pending installation of new systems at the replacement facility.
IiALLE STATION
Work scheduled for this joint New Zealand-United States outpost during
DEEP FREEZE 61 was not extensive. A 75 kilowatt generator is to be replaced,
while sites were to be cleared and graded for two jumbo Quonset huts. In
addition, a emall cosmic ray building is to be erected, and a T.-5 building
will be built to house the new communications facilities to be completed next
season.
NAVAL AIR FACILITY, MCMURDO SOUND
At McMurdo, many other projects are under way besides the airstrips and
nuclear power plant. A helicopter hangar, to be built on a site prepared during DEEP FREEZE 60, was deferred to allow personnel to be used on reactor site
preparation. This planned 112 x 122foot steel hangar was replaced by two
40 x 100 foot jumbo Quonset huts. One of the Quonset huts, tbr use by VX-6
as a hangar, was 50 per cent completed by 1 January.
A new 4160volt electrical distribution system for the Air Facility has
been one-third completed. Auger holes were drilled in October; poles were set
in November and December. For completion, the programs lack. only hardware
and conductors.
[Continued on page 27]
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(See Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 2, pages 14-15;
No. 3, pages 16-17; No. 4, pages 25..26; No.
5, pages 32..34)
*These entries are corrections to previous entries.
1 December

Automatic Weather Station DELTA removed.

12 December

'EDISTO arrived Port Lytte1ton (1220 so).
Last C-124 departed Christchurch (122100) for continental
United States.
Excavation begun on New Byrd Station.

13 December

WILHOITE departed Ocean Station (132000) for Dunedin (arrived
191030, after stop at Auckland Island on 18 December, q .v.).
GREENVILLE VICTORY arrived Davisville (132200).

15 December

STATEN ISLAND arrived McMurdo (151000).

17 December

EASTWIND arrived McMurdo.

18 December

EDISTO departed Port Lyttelton (182230) for McMurdo (arrived
28 December, after rendezvous with TOWL *E on 27 December).

22 December

*TOWLE departed Port 1tte1ton (220700) for McMurdo (arrived
290900, after rendezvous with EDISTO on 27 December).

S

24 December Task Unit 43.1.1 (Captain J. A. Eady, USN, commanding) and
Task Unit 43.1.2 (Captain E. A. McDonald, USN, commanding)
activated (242118).
*UC_l (142425) down near Darwin Glacier...
25 December

*JtJ_]. (144669) made emergency landing...

28 December

*AIJ4ThA arrived Port Lyttelton (280300).

31 December

STATEN ISLAND completes Ross Sea oceanographic survey and departs for Port Lyttelton (arrived 062000).

4 January

W1LHOITE departed Dunedin (042200) for Ocean Station (arrived
072200).
24
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• 7 January

*AA arrived McMurdo (070800).

8 January

WILHOITE departed Ocean Station (080103) for Hobart (arrived
112247).

9 January

TOWLLE departed McMurdo (090000) for Port Lyttelton (arrived
161900).

10 January

EASTWIND departed McMurdo (102200) for Hallett (arrived 120300).

11 January

Byrd-Pole Traverse (Task Group 43.4) arrived at the South Pole
(110500).

12 January

EASTWIND departed Hallett (120600) for Port Lyttelton (arrived
192030, after stop at Cape Adare (131315) to put soieZktifio
party ashore).
ALATNA departed McMurdo (120600) for Port Lytte1ton (arrived
200300).
Commander R. K. Thurman, USN, replaced Captain J. A. Eady, USN,
as OTU 43.1.1 (121000).

13 January

ABNEB departed Davisville (130245) for Panama Canal Zone (arrived 192339, after stop at Earle, Nev Jersey; departed Earle
132200).

16 January

WIL&IOITE departed Hobart (160001) for Sydney (arrived 172310).

S

GREENVILLE VICTORY arrived Port Lyttelton (160106).
17 January

Task Group 43.4 deactivated (170001); mission accomplished.
STATEN ISLAND departed Port Lyttelton (172300) for oceanographic
work and Amundsen Sea Expedition.

18 January

GREENVILLE VICTORY departed Port Lyttelton (181042) for McMurdo
(arrived 240001, after rendezvous with EDISTO 231500).
TOWLE departed Port Lyttelton for continental United States
and returned to operational control of MSTS (180830).

20 January

EASTWIND departed Port Lyttelton (200700) for Wellington
(arrived 201939).
ARNEB departed Panama Canal Zone (202100) for Port Lyttelton
(arrived 082000 February).

0
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23 January

WILROITE departed Sydney (230000) for Ocean Station
(arrived 271745).

S

AIATNA departed Port Lyttelton (230500) for McMurdo (arrived
010800 February).

Wellington ( 271400)

for Cape Adare.

27 January

EASTWIND departed

29 Tanuary

WIUOITE departed Ocean Station (290001) for Campbell Island
(arrived 300330).
GLACIER departed Wellington (290800) for Amundsen Sea Expedition.

30 ranuary

EAS'l'WIND diverted to Ocean Station (300114); arrived on Station
311000.
WILHOITE departed Campbell Island (301700) for Dunedin (arrived 312000).

1 February

EASTWIND departed Ocean Station (010402) for Cape Adare
(arrived 021900 and embarked scientific party) and McMurdo
(arrived 050100).
Fire destroyed two buildings at NAF McMurdo. Total loss
estimated at $225,000.

2 February

WIII1OITE departed Dunedin (020100) for Ocean Station (arrived
041100) via Campbell Island.

3 February

R4D aircraft evacuated Ohio State University and U. S. Geological Survey parties from camps in the Horlick Mountains.

4 February

AJATNA departed McMurdo (040700) for Port Lyttelton (arrived
110600).

S

Commander, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, departed
Christchurch (040957) for McMurdo (arrived 041821).
GREENVILLE VICTORY departed McMurdo (042030) for Port Lyttelton
(arrived 100010)6
5 Februpry
6 February
7 February

GLACIER and STATEN ISLAND rendezvous (69°33 1 S, 1060351W;
052300) and enter Bellingshausen Sea.
EDISTO departed McMurdo (060500) for Little America V
(arrived 7 February).
WILHOITE departed Ocean Station to cross Antarctic Circle
(8 February); returned to station on 9 February.
26
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10 February

EDISTO departed Little America V for McMurdo (arrived 120300).

11 February

ARNEB departed Port L1yttelton (110200) for rendezvous with
EASTWIND (172100) and trip to Hallett (diverted to McMurdo
(190000) to offload and repair damage suffered in heavy seas).
ALATNA departed Port Lyttelton (111000) for Auckland
(arrived 131800).
Ellsworth Highland Traverse completed (110000) evacuated
13 February.

12 February

McMurdo.-Pole Traverse arrived at South Pole (120230).
0-130 evacuates party from Little Rockford; station closed.
EASTWIND departed McMurdo (122000) for trip to Hallett
(arrived 15 February).

13 February

GREENVILLE VICTORY departed Port Lyttelton and returned to
operational control of MSTS (132000).

14 February

Task Unit 43.2.6 (Detachment AirDevRon SIX, Byrd Station)
disestablished (140126).
ALATNA departed Auckland (142000) for Port Lttelton (arrived
162336).

JECTS 1961 (continued]
Construction of three 250,000 gallon steel tanks (with steel shipped
board USNS PRIVATE JOHN R. TOVILE) is almost completed. The tanks, two for
torago of JP-4 jet fuel and one for diesel fuel, had their sites completed
y 1 January, and the first was completed within the next month.
In addition to the above programs, two 225 kilowatt generators and a
;tand-by power house, site preparation for three large storage buildings, the
,rection of a recreation buildin g , the preparation of the site for a new sci)fltifio building, and several smaller construction and renovation projects
,eve been scheduled. A cosmic ray building, forced to move from its Observabion Hill site by the construction of the nuclear power plant, will be reloated. These projects are expected to be concluded during the construction
3eason.
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